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Abstract. Let G be a connected and undirected graph. The shadow graph of ,G denoted 

by )(2 GD is the graph constructed from G by taking two copies of G namely G itself 

and 'G and by joining each vertex u inG to the neighbors of the corresponding vertex 
'u in 'G . Let D be the set of all distance between distinct pairs of vertices in G and let 

sD (called the distance set) be a subset of .D The distance graph of G denoted by 

),( sDGD  is the graph having the same vertex as that of G and two vertices u  and  v  

are adjacent in ),( sDGD  whenever .),( sDvud ∈  In this paper, we determine the edge 

domination number of the shadow distance graph of the helm graph, the star graph and 
the subdivision  graph of star graph with specified distance sets. 

Keywords: Domination set, Edge domination number, Minimal edge dominating set, 
Shadow distance graph. 
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1. Introduction 
The theory of domination in graphs is of vast interest to researchers in graph theory due 
to its many and varied applications in fields such as optimization, linear algebra, design 
and analysis of communication networks, military surveillance and social sciences. The 
study of domination extends to more than four decades and many results have been 
obtained in the various parameters associated with domination. The concept of edge 
domination in graphs was introduced by Mitchell and Hedetniemi [2]. 

         By graph G ),( EV=  we mean a finite undirected graph without loops and 

multiple edges. A subset VofS is called  a dominating set of G  if every vertex not S is 
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adjacent to some vertex in .S  The domination number of G  denoted by )(Gγ  is the 

minimal cardinality taken over all dominating sets of .G  A subset F of E  is called an 

edge dominating set if each edge inE is either inF or is adjacent to an edge in .F  An 

edge dominating set F  is called  minimal if no proper subset of F  is an edge 
dominating set.        

       The edge domination number of G denoted by )(' Gγ  is the minimum cardinality 

taken over all edge dominating sets ofG . 

       The open neighborhood of an edge Ee ∈  denoted by )(eN  is the set of all edges 

adjacent to e  in .G If ),( vue = is an edge in ,G the degree of e  denoted by )(deg e is 

given by 2)(deg)(deg)(deg −+= vue . The maximum degree of an edge in G  is 

denoted by ).(' G∆  

       The shadow graph of ,G denoted by )(2 GD is the graph constructed from G  by 

taking two copies of G  namely G  itself and ,'G and by joining each vertex u  in G  to 

the neighbors of the corresponding vertex '' Ginu . 

       Let D  be the set of all distance between distinct pairs of vertices in G and let sD  

(called the distance set) be a subset of .D  The distance graph of G  denoted by 

),( sDGD  is the graph having the same vertex as that of G  and two vertices u  and v  

are adjacent in ),( sDGD  whenever .),( sDvud ∈  

        The shadow distance graph of G, denoted by ),( ssd DGD is constructed from G  

with the following conditions:   

i) consider two copies of G say G  itself and 'G  

ii)  if )(GVu∈  (first copy) then we denote the corresponding vertex as 

             )( '' GVu ∈ (second copy) 

iii)  the vertex set of ),( ssd DGD  is )()( 'GVGV ∪  

iv) the edge set of ),( ssd DGD  is dsEGEGE ∪∪ )()( '  

             where dsE  is the set of all edges between two distinct vertices        

             )(GVu∈ and )( '' GVv ∈  that satisfy the condition sDvud ∈),(  in G. 

The Shadow distance graphs { })2,( 3,1KDsd  and { })3,( 4HDsd  are illustrated in figure 1 

and figure 2 respectively.      

       The Helm graph denoted by nH  is the graph obtained from the−n wheel graph nW ,1  

by adjoining a pendant edge at each node of the cycle. We call the edges not in the cycle 

of nW ,1  as the spoke edges. 
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                                         Figure 1: The graph { })2,( 3,1KDsd  

 

 
 
                                                 Figure 2: The graph { })3,( 4HDsd  

 
          A star graph is the complete bipartite graph .,1 nK  

                 If ),( vux= is edge of ,G and w is not a vertex of ,G  then x is subdivided 

when it is replaced by the edges ),( wu and ).,( vw  If every edge of G  is subdivided, the 

resulting graph is the subdivision graph ).(GS  

            In the next section we determine the edge domination number of the shadow 
distance graph of the helm graph and the subdivision graph of the star graph with 

{ } { }32 andDs = respectively and the star graph with { }.2=sD    

 
2. Main results  
        We recall the following result related to the edge domination number of a graph . 
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Theorem 2.1. [3] An edge dominating set F is minimal if and only if for each edge 

Ge∈ , one of the following two conditions hold:  

i) φ=∩ FeN )(  

ii) there exits an edge FEe −∈ such that { }.)( eFeN =∩  

We begin our results with the shadow distance graph associated with the helm                    

graph .nH  

Theorem 2.2. For ,3≥n  { }{ } .
2

1
2)2,('






 += n
HD nsdγ  

Proof: Consider two copies of nH  namely nH  itself and .'
nH   In the first copy of 

,nH let 11211 )(............,)(,)( nvvv be the vertices of the cycle, let 

1
'

1
'

21
'

1 )(............,)(,)( nvvv  be the pendant vertices and 1)(c be the central vertex. Let 

the edges of the cycle be { } { }{ }1111111 )(,)()(,)()( iiii vvvve ∪= +  where ni ≤≤1  and 

let pendant edges be { }1
'

11 )(,)()( iipi vve =  where ni ≤≤1  and spoke edges be 

{ }111 )(,)()( isi vce =  where ni ≤≤1 . In the second copy, 22221 )(............,)(,)( nvvv  be 

the vertices of the cycle, 2
'

2
'

22
'

1 )(............,)(,)( nvvv  be the pendant vertices and  2)(c  

be the central vertex. Let the edges of the cycle be 

{ } { }{ }2212122 )(,)()(,)()( iiii vvvve ∪= +  where ni ≤≤1  and let pendant edges be 

{ }2
''

2
'

2
' )(,)()( iipi vve =  where ni ≤≤1  and spoke edges be { }222

' )(,)()( isi vce =     

where .1 ni≤≤  

Let { }{ } .)2,( nsd HDG =  

For ,3=n the set { }'
1

'
414 ,,, ss eeeeF =  is a minimal edge dominating set with 

minimum cardinality and hence .4)(' =Gγ  

For ,4=n the set { }'
1

'
8

'
4184 ,,,,, ss eeeeeeF =  is a minimal edge dominating set 

with minimum cardinality and hence .6)(' =Gγ   

Let 5≥n  

     Consider the set { } .
2

1
1,,.....,,,,......, '

1
'
4

'
8

'
41484 




 −≤≤= n
jwhereeeeeeeeeF sjsj  

This set F is a minimal edge dominating set since for any edge { }ii eFFe −∈ ,  

is not an edge dominating set for .)( GineN i  Hence any set containing edges less than 

that of  F cannot be a dominating set of .G  Further, 13)(' +=∆ nG  which implies that 

an edge of G can dominate  at most 23 +n  distinct edges including  itself and each of 
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the remaining edges can dominate less than 13 +n  edges of .G  Therefore, any set 

containing the edges less that in F  cannot be an edge dominating set of .G  

This implies that the set F described above is of minimum cardinality and since 

F = ,
2

1
2 




 +n
 it follows that { }{ } .

2

1
2)2,('






 += n
HD nsdγ  

Hence the proof. 

Theorem 2.3. For ,3≥n  { }{ } .
2

12
2)3,('






 −= n
HD nsdγ  

Proof:  Let { }{ })3,( nsd HDG = The vertex set and edge set of G are as in theorem 2.2. 

For ,3=n the set { }'
6

'
4

'
164,1 ,,,, eeeeeeF =  is minimal a edge dominating set 

with minimum cardinality and hence .6)(' =Gγ   

Let .4≥n  

   Consider the set 

{ } .
2

12
1,.....,,,,......,, '

12
'
5

'
3

'
112531 




 −≤≤= −−
n

jwhereeeeeeeeeF jj  

This set F is a minimal edge dominating set since for any edge { }ii eFFe −∈ ,  

is not an edge dominating set for .)( GineN i  Hence any set containing edges less than 

that of  F cannot be a dominating set of .G  Further,  nG 2)(' =∆  which implies that an 

edge of G can dominate  at most 12 +n  distinct edges including  itself and each of the 
remaining edges can dominate less than n2  edges of .G  Therefore, any set containing 

the edges less that in F  cannot be an edge dominating set of .G  

This implies that the set F described above is of minimum cardinality and since 

F = ,
2

12
2 




 −n
 it follows that { }{ } .

2

12
2)3,('






 −= n
HD nsdγ  

Hence the proof. 
 

For the star graph nK ,1 , we have the following result. 

Theorem 2.4. For ,4≥n  { }{ } .
2

1
2)2,( ,1

'






 −= n
KD nsdγ  

Proof: Consider two copies of nK ,1  namely nK ,1  itself and '
,1 nK .  In the first copy of

nK ,1 , let 11211 )(............,)(,)( nvvv be the pendant vertices and 1)(c be the central vertex 

and let the edges be { }111 )(,)()( ii vce =  where ni ≤≤1  . In the second copy '
,1 nK , 
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22221 )(............,)(,)( nvvv  be the pendant vertices and  2)(c  be the central vertex and let 

the edges be { }222
' )(,)()( ii vce =  where ni ≤≤1  . 

Let { }{ } )2,( ,1
'

nsd KDG γ=  

For 54 == nandn , the set { }'

41

'
2614,2 '' ,,, eeeeeF =  is a minimal edge 

dominating set with minimum cardinality and hence 4)(' =Gγ . 

Let .6≥n  

Consider the set  

{ } 




 −≤≤==
++++++ 2

4
,1,1,,,,, '

)42()32(

'

)3()(

'
2)42)(32()3)((2 ''''

n
kjiwhereeeeeeeF

kkiikjii
 

      This set F is a minimal edge dominating set since for any edge { }ii eFFe −∈ ,  is 

not an edge dominating set for .)( GineN i  Hence any set containing edges less than 

that of  F cannot be a dominating set of .G  Further,  )1()(' −=∆ nnG  which implies 

that an edge of G can dominate  at most 1)1( +−nn  distinct edges including  itself and 

each of the remaining edges can dominate less than )1( −nn  edges of G .  Therefore, 

any set containing the edges less that in F  cannot be an edge dominating set of.G  

This implies that the set F described above is of minimum cardinality and since 

F = ,
2

1
2 




 −n
 it follows that { }{ } .

2

1
2)2,( ,1

'






 −= n
KD nsdγ  

Hence the proof. 

       For the subdivision graph of the star graph )( ,1 nKS , we have the following results. 

Theorem 2.5. For ,3≥n  { }{ } .2)2),(( ,1
' nKSD nsd =γ  

Proof: Consider two copies of )( ,1 nKS  namely )( ,1 nKS  itself and )( ,1
'

nKS .  In the first 

copy of )( ,1 nKS ,  let 11211 )(............,)(,)( nvvv be the pendant vertices and 

11211 )(............,)(,)( nlll be the sub division vertices and let  1)(c be the central vertex 

which is adjacent to 1)( il , where .1 ni ≤≤   Let the edges be 

{ } .1))(,)(())(,)(( 1111 niwherelclve iiii ≤≤∪=  In the second copy )( ,1
'

nKS , let 

22221 )(............,)(,)( nvvv be the pendant vertices and 22221 )(............,)(,)( nlll be the 

sub division vertices and let  2)(c be the central vertex which is adjacent to 2)( il , where 

.1 ni ≤≤   Let the edges be { } .1))(,)(())(,)(( 2222
' niwherelclve iiii ≤≤∪=  

Let { }{ } )2),(( ,1
'

nsd KSDG γ=  
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Let .3≥n   

Consider the set { } .1,.....,,,,.....,, '
2

'
6

'
4

'
22642 ' niwhereeeeeeeeeF ii ≤≤=  

      This set F is a minimal edge dominating set since for any edge { }ii eFFe −∈ ,  is 

not an edge dominating set for .)( GineN i  Hence any set containing edges less than 

that of  F cannot be a dominating set of .G  Further,  53)(' +=∆ nG  which implies that 

an edge of G can dominate  at most 63 +n  distinct edges including  itself and each of 
the remaining edges can dominate less than 53 +n  edges of .G   Therefore, any set 

containing the edges less that in F  cannot be an edge dominating set of .G   

This implies that the set F described above is of minimum cardinality and since 

F = ,2n  it follows that { }{ } .2)2),(( ,1
' nKSD nsd =γ  

Hence the proof. 
 

Theorem 2.6. For ,3≥n  { }{ } .2)3),(( ,1
' nKSD nsd =γ  

Proof: Let { }{ } ).3),(( ,1
'

nsd KSDG γ=  The vertex set and edge set of G are as in 

theorem 2.5.  

Let .3≥n  

Consider the set { } .1,.....,,,,.....,, '
2

'
6

'
4

'
22642 ' niwhereeeeeeeeeF ii ≤≤=  

      This set F is a minimal edge dominating set since for any edge { }ii eFFe −∈ ,  is 

not an edge dominating set for .)( GineN i  Hence any set containing edges less than 

that of  F cannot be a dominating set of .G  Further,  32)(' +=∆ nG  which implies that 

an edge of G can dominate  at most 42 +n  distinct edges including  itself and each of 
the remaining edges can dominate less than 32 +n  edges of .G   Therefore, any set 

containing the edges less that in F  cannot be an edge dominating set of .G   

This implies that the set F described above is of minimum cardinality and since 

F = n2 , it follows that { }{ } .2)3),(( ,1
' nKSD nsd =γ  

Hence the proof. 
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